Abstract Using a combination of atmospheric reanalysis data, climate model outputs and a simple model, key mechanisms controlling net surface heating over the Southern Ocean are identified. All data sources used suggest that, in a streamline-averaged view, net surface heating over the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is a result of net accumulation of solar radiation rather than a result of heat gain through turbulent fluxes (the latter systematically cool the upper ocean). It is proposed that the fraction of this net radiative heat gain realized as net ACC heating is set by two factors. First, the sea surface temperature at the southern edge of the ACC. Second, the relative strength of the negative heatflux feedbacks associated with evaporation at the sea surface and advection of heat by the residual flow in the oceanic mixed layer. A large advective feedback and a weak evaporative feedback maximize net ACC heating. It is shown that the present Southern Ocean and its circumpolar current are in this heating regime.
Introduction
The global ocean circulation is associated with the transformation of warm waters to cold waters in poleward flowing currents. To maintain a steady state, the reverse transformation, from cold to warm must occur (Walin 1982) . The relative importance of air-sea fluxes and interior diffusive processes in this transformation is still uncertain and much debated. Indeed, it is one of the most central and longstanding questions in physical oceanography, as reviewed in Wunsch and Ferrari (2004) . One possible scenario is that sinking in northern Atlantic polar latitudes triggered by heat loss is balanced by warming at the sea surface of the Southern Hemisphere due to air-sea interaction, with interior mixing playing a secondary role (see for instance Toggweiler and Samuels 1998; Gnanadesikan 1999; Howe and Czaja 2009 and the review by Marshall J and Speer 2012) .
Of crucial importance for the surface diabatic mechanism is that large-scale ocean-atmosphere interactions can sustain a net heating of the ocean over the cold waters of the Southern Ocean. Various estimates based on "bulkformulae" (Taylor et al. 1978; Grist and Josey 2003) and global ocean inversions (e.g., Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000) support the view that there is Southern Ocean heating (see for example, Fig. 1) , although the precise magnitude and geographical extent has considerable uncertainty.
From the point of the view of the oceanographer, Southern Ocean heating is no surprise and is understood as a required feature of the meridional circulation of the Southern Ocean, the so-called "diabatic Deacon cell" (Speer et al. 2000) . Water parcels upwell in the Antarctic divergence south of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), move equatorward in the upper Ekman layer, and thus experience a temperature increase as they cross the ACC front. This requires net surface heating in the time mean. Budgets reveal that the magnitude of the heating is consistent with the strength of the circulation and the temperature change across the ACC temperature front (see, e.g, Marshall 1997 , Speer et al. 2000 , Badin and Williams 2010 .
Despite the soundness of this argument, it is still somewhat of a surprise to observe surface heating of the ocean at latitudes as far south as 40-60 • S. Taylor et al. (1978) suggest that this can be understood as the result of warm, moist advection of air by weather disturbances from the subtropics over cold ocean waters. Speer et al. (2000) emphasized the zonal asymmetry of the heating, with most of it being concentrated over the Atlantic-Indian sector where the ACC is most displaced equatorward. Again, cold waters under warm air is invoked to explain the heating.
An obvious criticism of these arguments is that sensible and latent heat fluxes usually cool the ocean surface and it is only the net radiative component of the surface flux which provides heating (Csanady 2001 ). As we shall see, all datasets considered below indeed show that accumulation of solar radiation, rather than warm moist advection by the atmosphere, is the primary driver of the net heating of the ACC. The warm moist advection by the atmosphere can contribute to reducing the sensible and evaporative cooling, but we suggest here that this reduction is primarily controlled, in a streamline averaged sense, by the northward advection of cold water by the residual flow in the oceanic mixed layer.
The paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we analyze the various components of the net surface heat flux over the Southern Ocean in a reanalysis dataset and show that net heating essentially reflects a small residual between radiative heating and evaporative cooling. This approximate balance is also found to hold in idealised coupled climate simulations described in Section 3. A simple model to explore processes controlling the net air-sea heat flux over the ACC is then developed and studied in Section 4. Our discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Surface heating in reanalysis data
The net surface heat flux Q net at the air-sea interface can be decomposed into the sum of net radiative heating Q rad (itself the sum of the net shortwave solar heating and the net longwave cooling, Q rad = Q lw + Q sw ), sensible Q sen and latent heat flux Q lat , here all taken to be positive downwards:
(1) Figure 1 depicts the annual-mean value of Q net (in Wm −2 ) over the Southern Ocean, estimated from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay and et al. 1996) over the 1980-2012 period. The net heat flux reflects a small residual between ocean heat gain in the summer and ocean heat loss in the winter (not shown). One observes that over most of the ocean Q net ≈ 0, except (i) near the Aguhlas region, the Malvinas confluence region and over the East Australian current where a net cooling of a few tens of Wm −2 is found (ii) over a spiraling band originating on the poleward side of the Malvinas confluence region, stretching all across the Atlantic basin and ending toward the middle of the Indian Ocean, where net heating of a few tens of Wm −2 is observed. This latter band of heating is strikingly coincident with the path of the ACC over the Atlantic and Indian basins, as indicated by the magenta contours in Fig. 1 . These are lines of constant ocean mean dynamic topography, −60 and −130 cm for the northern and southern edge, respectively, taken from the climatological estimate of Maximenko et al. 2009 (their estimate following "method C"). For future reference, the time mean SST of the ACC within this band is 3.9 • C while, for the northern and southern boundaries it is 6.6 and 1.1 • C, respectively (the SST data used here is that from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis). Indeed, although the ACC is roughly centred on the 45 • S-60 • S latitude band, the net heating is found to be 30 % larger (28 Wm −2 as opposed to 20 Wm −2 ) when averaged between the streamlines in Fig. 1 rather than between the 45 and 60 • latitude circles (Table 1 , compare second and third columns).
To understand the origin of the net heating, we decompose Q net according to Eq. 1, and sum each component over Fig. 1 Annual mean net surface heat flux (in Wm −2 , positive into the ocean, zero contour highlighted in black) over the Southern Ocean, with the ACC band delimited by the two magenta lines. Q net is taken from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis while the ACC path is defined using the data of Maximenko et al. (2009) The second and third columns refer to reanalysis data while the last two on the right refer to the idealized climate simulations longitudinal bins extending meridionally between the two ACC streamlines shown in Fig. 1 (Marshall J et al. 1997 , Marshall J et al. 2004 ) and simplified physics (Molteni 2003) run in idealized planetary geometries. We focus here on the "Aquaplanet" (no land at all) and the "Double-Drake" (two submarine ridges extending through the full depth of the ocean and ranging meridionally from 90 • N to 35 • S and set 90 • of longitude apart) simulations, both run with a flat ocean bottom. Note that the ocean and the atmosphere share the same horizontal grid. Simplified parameterizations of subgrid scale physics are used, as described in Enderton and Marshall (2009) and Ferreira et al. (2010) . All averages shown are constructed from the last 50 years of the long equilibrium solutions discussed in Ferreira et al. (2010) . The reader is referred to this paper for more information about the model. The SST simulated in the Southern Hemisphere in the Aquaplanet and the Double-Drake geometries is shown in Fig. 3 (left panel, solid and dashed lines, respectively). It is seen that the introduction of a North-South asymmetry in the Double-Drake geometry introduces a dramatic cooling of several degrees in the Southern Hemisphere. This cooling is associated with a deep meridional overturning and its South-to-North heat transport. Indeed, while the Southern Hemisphere SSTs drop, Northern Hemisphere SSTs increase by a few degrees in the Double-Drake experiment compared to the Aquaplanet configuration (not shown). In the Southern Hemisphere, this meridional overturning circulation (hereafter the residual circulation) is thermally indirect and weaker than the wind driven Ekman cell as a result of a compensation from the parameterized eddydriven circulation. The compensation is close to perfect in the Aquaplanet simulation but only partial in the DoubleDrake experiment (not shown). The role of the ocean in warming the Northern Hemisphere relative to the Southern Hemisphere in such calculations and observations is discussed in Marshall et al. (2014) .
The simulated annual mean net air-sea heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 3 (right panel) for both the Aquaplanet (green continuous lines) and Double-Drake (green dashed lines) geometry. Departures from zonal symmetry are very weak in these simulations, even in the Double-Drake experiments (not shown). We thus focus on the 40 • S-60 • S latitude band where the model ACC resides in both experiments. It is seen that in this latitude band, the Double-Drake experiment has a weak net heating of a few Wm −2 (centred on 45-55 • S), while in the Aquaplanet geometry, the net air-sea heat flux is weak or, northward of 55 • S, cools the upper ocean.
To explain this difference, the components of the net airsea heat flux are also displayed in Fig. 3 (right panel) . It is readily seen that, compared to the Aquaplanet experiment, the Double-Drake simulation has a slightly enhanced sensible cooling of the ocean (light blue curves) and weakened radiative heat gain (red curves). These components thus cannot explain the net heat gain seen in the ACC band in the Double-Drake experiment. The latter must result from a weaker surface evaporative cooling Q lat , as confirmed by inspection of this quantity (dark blue curves). Averaged over the 45 • S-55 • S band, the change in Q lat between the two simulations is found to be on the order of 13 Wm −2 while the corresponding change in SST is 4 K ( Table 1 ). The implied sensitivity 13/4 ≈ 3 Wm −2 K −1 is weak compared to typical values found in climate models in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Frankignoul et al. 2004 ), but it is similar to that estimated for the Southern Ocean by Ferreira et al. (2015) and Hausmann et al. (2015) . This likely reflects the planetary scale of the thermodynamic adjustment between SST and specific humidity in the near "aquaplanet" geometry of the Southern Ocean.
An idealized model of air-sea fluxes over the ACC

Model formulation
The results presented in Sections 2 and 3 make it clear that the heat source sustaining a net ACC heat gain is the radiative term Q rad , since both sensible and latent heat flux are found to systematically cool the upper ocean. There are considerable uncertainties, however. The fraction of the net radiative heat gain realized as net heating over the ACC The value for A ACC and Q rad are inferred from the data in Section 2. Other values are standard is rather different in the reanalysis and the coupled model. To quantify this process, it is useful to define a heating efficiency η, thus:
such that, when η = 1, all the incoming solar radiation is realized as heating. Using the numbers in Table 1 , η = 28/59 ≈ 50 % for ACC-averaged NCEP-NCAR observations, η = 4/67.5 = 6 % for MITgcm (Double-Drake simulation) and η = 0 (no net heating) 1 in the MITgcm (Aquaplanet simulation).
To understand the processes responsible for this spread, we consider a simplified model for the heat budget of the upper branch of the residual circulation in the Southern Ocean based on the following assumptions:
• First, the previous two sections suggest that the main cooling mechanism is Q lat , so we neglect the sensible heat flux. Given a radiative heat gain Q rad , we attempt to predict η ≈ (Q rad + Q lat )/Q rad , i.e.:
• Second, we neglect the lateral residual eddy heat fluxes in the mixed layer and consider a purely advective heat balance. This is clearly an idealization but it captures the leading order mixed-layer physics (see for example the high-resolution simulations in Abernathey et al. 2012 ).
• Finally, we assume the residual flow in the mixed layer to be a function of wind stress at the sea surface (e.g., Marshall J and Radko 2003) . 1 We have chosen to define η > 0 and set it to zero in absence of net heating.
These assumptions enable us to express the steady state mixed layer heat budget thus: Table 2 .
Equation 4 is coupled to a simplified expression for Q net , namely:
in which we have used standard bulk formulae (air density ρ a , transfer coefficient C E , surface wind speed U , enthalpy of vaporization l v , and relative humidity RH ). The saturation-specific humidity q depends on surface temperature and also weakly on pressure P (the latter is set to a constant value of 1000 hPa enabling us to drop the pressure dependence in the following). Note that in Eq. 5, we have also neglected the dependence of the latent heat flux on airsea temperature difference, consistent with our neglect of the sensible heat flux. The coupled Eqs. 4-5 are further discretized on a meridional grid. Denoting by T N and T S , the value of T m at the Northern and Southern boundary of the ACC, respectively, we approximate (4)-(5) as:
in which A ACC is the surface area covered by the ACC, and Q net , Q rad , and ψ b are averaged values representative of the ACC core. Finally, explicitly writing the dependence of the residual flow on surface wind stress τ x , we have:
with
in which C D is a transfer coefficient for the surface momentum flux. Relations (6-9) allow a prediction of the evaporative cooling over the ACC, and hence η, given U , T S , Q rad , and knowledge of the functional dependence of ψ b upon windstress (discussed below). Our reference choice of parameters is listed in Table 2 . The Appendix gives details of the method used to solve the model and also presents an analytical solution for a linearized version of the ClausiusClapeyron relation used in computing q (T ).
Model results
First, let us analyze the conditions under which the model predicts no heating at all (Q net = 0, i.e., η = 0), even though a residual ocean flow is present (ψ b = 0). From Eq. 7, this occurs when net radiative heating equals latent heat loss:
in which we have further used the fact that if Q net = 0, Eq. 6 requires T N = T S if ψ b = 0. Eq. 10 is inferred solely on considerations of air-sea interactions. It predicts, as a function of surface wind speed (U ) and SST (T S ), whether the ACC will experience heat gain or heat loss. The zero heating curve is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of windstress and T S for the standard values of parameters listed in Table 2 . Note that windstress is plotted rather than wind speed, making use of Eq. 9. Net heating of the ACC is predicted when, for a given value of T S , the winds are not too strong, resulting in evaporative cooling which is less than the specified radiative heating. Conversely, at a given value of wind speed, the ACC will experience heat loss if the surface temperature (and thus the evaporative cooling) exceeds a critical value. It is seen that for realistic values of windstress (τ x ≈ 0.2 Nm −2 ), the value of T S separating net cooling from net heating is very high (≈ 7 • C), supporting the view that in the real world (remember from Section 2 that SST on the Southern edge of the ACC is T s ≈ 1-2 • C) the Southern Ocean experiences net heating. Indeed, Fig. 4 suggests that it would be very difficult to envisage an ACC in which there Fig. 4 Model prediction, i.e. Eq. 10 and Table 2 , for the surface wind stress (τ x in Nm −2 ) at which, for a given SST at the Southern edge of the ACC (T S in • C), the net surface heating of the ACC vanishes. Typical values for the present climate are T s 1 − 2 • C and τ x ≈ 0.2 Nm −2 (inferred from NCEP-NCAR data in Section 2), placing the ACC in the region of heating (red cross). The Double Drake (DD) simulation, with T s ≈ 10.5 • C and τ x = 0.1 Nm −2 , is much closer to the zero heating curve (red asterisk) is net cooling, unless the surface temperature or the surface winds increase considerably (the location of the ACC, based on NCEP-NCAR data, is indicated with a red cross in this figure) .
Were surface wind speed and temperature to obey (10) exactly, no heating or cooling would occur and an isothermal layer would develop in the mixed layer over the range of latitude φ. At depth, this isothermal layer would slope downward and equatorward, sandwiched, from below by water at temperature T < T S and above by water at temperature T > T S . To our knowledge, this "isothermal ACC limit" has not been observed or seen in climate models.
Let us now turn to a prediction of the heating efficiency η defined in Eq. 3. As discussed in Section 4.1, we must first specify how the residual flow depends on surface windsEq. 8. Motivated by the results in Abernathey et al. (2012) , which showed a linear dependence of ψ b (strictly speaking, the maximum of their "upper MOC cell" see their Fig. 5 ), we consider,
As discussed in Abernathey et al. (2012) , the exact value of μ is sensitive to surface boundary conditions and they found μ = 25 × 2.6 = 65 Sv/Nm −2 (fixed surface heat flux) 2 and μ = 25 × 4.5 = 112.5 Sv/Nm −2 (restoring boundary condition). The latter case is more relevant to the model used here so we choose μ = 112.5 Sv/Nm −2 in the following. This Table 2 were used for both panels value likely overestimates the sensitivity of ψ b to the windstress since it applies to the maximum streamfunction, not its value at the base of the mixed layer. Figure 5a illustrates the implied dependence of η upon surface wind stress and T S . One observes a simple monotonic dependence of η on T S , with decreasing efficiency as T S is increased (continuous lines of different colors with T S increasing from blue to red). Note, however, that for a given value of T S , a more complex dependence of η on wind speed is observed: η first increases with wind stress, until a maximum is reached, then decreases with wind stress until the boundary (10) is crossed.
To understand this dependence, we have computed an analytical solution to the model by linearizing the ClausiusClapeyron relation used in the calculation of q . As detailed in the Appendix, this solution takes the form,
in which
is the heating efficiency obtained if the SST across the ACC were uniform and equal to T S , and
are two heat flux-feedbacks (in Wm −2 K −1 ) associated with surface evaporation (γ air−sea ) and oceanic advection (γ adv ). The evaporative feedback has often been used in climate studies (see for example the comprehensive study in Frankignoul et al. 2004) , and the concept has also been applied to analysis of the ocean's mixed layer heat budget (e.g., Greatbatch et al. 2007 ). The advective feedback has been less often considered. In the context of this model, it measures by how much the cooling due to advection increases per degree increase in SST over the ACC. Like γ air−sea , γ adv represents a negative feedback on SST anomaly developing over the ACC: a warm anomaly, for example, corresponds to a larger SST gradient across the ACC at fixed T S , and hence a larger cooling by advection. 3 The approximate solution (dashed lines in Fig. 5a ) compares rather well with the full solution (continuous lines in Fig. 5a ) and can thus be used to understand the dependence of η on wind stress. The reference efficiency η S can be thought of as the maximum efficiency possible because it corresponds to the case where, at a given wind speed, the ACC maintains a uniform SST equal to T S , which is the lowest possible temperature given our assumptions. As seen from Eqs. 12 and 15, it corresponds to the limit case of a mixed layer with an infinite heat capacity (η → η S when c o → ∞). In this limit, the ACC is able to absorb solar radiation without changing its SST. This maximum efficiency (η S , dash-dotted lines in Fig. 5a ) decays linearly with wind speed, from a value of unity at zero wind speed to zero when Eq. 10 is satisfied. It also decays monotonically with increasing T S , as is evident from the definition (13) and the fact that q increases monotonically with T S .
Starting from the reference case just described, suppose that, at a given wind speed, one lowers the heat capacity of the mixed layer to a finite value. Then, to reach a steady state, the radiative heat gain must now be exactly balanced by a cooling mechanism. The SST of the ACC will then become under the control of advection and surface evaporative cooling, rather than being fixed to T S . If, at the wind speed considered, the sensitivity of SST to advection is greater than that to evaporation (as measured by a ratio γ adv /γ air−sea ≥ 1), then only a weak increase in SST will result since cooling of the ocean by advecting cold water from the South will alleviate the need for an increase in evaporation. In this case, η will not deviate too much from η S . Conversely, if the sensitivity to advection is weaker than that to evaporative cooling, the effect of advection will be weak and the ACC will need to warm up so that evaporation can increase sufficiently to allow equilibrium. The heating efficiency of the ACC is thus ultimately sensitive to the ratio γ adv /γ air−sea , in agreement with Eq. 12.
The bell-shape dependence in Fig. 5a can simply be understood from the previous thought experiment. For the particular choice considered in Eq. 11, γ air−sea increases more slowly with wind speed (linear) than γ adv (quadratic)-see Fig. 5b . Hence, at low wind speed (or low windstress), the efficiency η in Fig. 5a (continuous curves) is dramatically reduced compared to η S (dashdotted curves). As the wind speed increases, γ adv eventually becomes as large or greater than γ air−sea , and η in Fig. 5a becomes closer to η S .
The model allows one to understand the range of values obtained for η in Sections 2 and 3. For both the real-world and the Double-Drake simulation, a significant residual circulation exists so the model (11) is appropriate. NCEP-NCAR data suggested a high efficiency (50 %), which, according to the model, can only be found when the SST at the Southern edge of the ACC is on the order of a few • C (Fig. 5a) , as observed. For realistic conditions (ψ b = 15 Sv, U = 7 ms −1 , and T S = 1.1 • C), one obtains γ adv ≈ 6 Wm −2 K −1 and γ air−sea ≈ 2 Wm −2 K −1 . The heating efficiency in the real world is thus expected to be η ≈ 3η S /4, and is thus indeed close to its maximum possible value.
The fact that the Double-Drake simulation experiences net heating at all might be surprising from Fig. 4 , since the latter suggests that with T S > 7 • C, as occurs in this simulation (Fig. 3, left panel, shows that the SST is ≈ 10 • C at 60 • S, which is the value of T S relevant in this case), net cooling should be found for τ x ≈ 0.2 Nm −2 . The surface wind stress is actually about half this value in the DoubleDrake simulation (not shown), putting its ACC on the edge of the heating domain in Fig. 4 (see red asterisk in this figure) . The large difference between this simulation and the real world is likely due to the large differences in η S , as a result of large differences in T S , rather than differences in γ air−sea or γ adv .
The Aquaplanet simulation has ψ b ≈ 0 for a realistic surface wind stress, and the net cooling found in Table 1 must be opposed by a warming through lateral residual eddy heat fluxes (the "diapycnal eddy heat fluxes" in the terminology of Marshall J and Radko 2003) , which have been neglected here. Our model is thus less relevant to this case.
Discussion and conclusions
We have seen that net sea surface heat gain by the ACC is sustained by radiative fluxes Q rad (the sum of solar heat gain and net long wave cooling) and not, as has been suggested in previous studies (Taylor et al. 1978; Speer et al. 2000) , by heat gain through sensible heat flux at the air-sea interface as a result of warm air advection by the atmosphere. As Table 1 summarizes, a broad range of climate states supports this view. It is also confirmed by the fact that a model without any sensible heating can sustain a realistic net heat gain by the ACC as shown in Section 4. The model further suggests that the fraction η of the net radiative heat gain realized as net ACC heating is set by (i) the SST at the Southern edge of the ACC and (ii) the relative strength of oceanic advection and surface latent heat flux feedbacks, as measured by the parameters γ adv and γ air−sea in Section 4. These parameters both depend on surface wind speed and measure whether advection of cold water from the South or cooling by surface evaporation control the surface heat balance. Strong advection by the residual flow and weak evaporative feedback favor net ACC heating. Observations suggest that γ adv 6 Wm −2 K −1 and γ air−sea 2 Wm −2 K −1 , putting the ACC in the warming regime.
One important caveat to our study is that it might only be relevant to the zonally (or streamline) averaged heat budget. As Fig. 2 suggests, and in agreement with the suggestions in Taylor et al. (1978) and Speer et al. (2000) , sensible heating of the ACC is found in the annual mean over the Atlantic and Indian sectors of the Southern Ocean. The NCEP-NCAR dataset used in Fig. 2 suggests that the associated heating (light blue curve) is modest in comparison to the heat gained by radiative processes (red curve). However, considering the large uncertainties in heat fluxes in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Badin and Williams 2010), one cannot rule out the possibility that sensible heat gain can be locally important when considering zonal asymmetries in the annual mean mixed layer heat budget.
The model developed in Section 4 has applications outside the ACC, in particular to regions where surface oceanic flows are poleward instead of equatorward. It can be applied directly to the Northern Hemisphere which, in a zonally averaged sense, has poleward flow in the mixed layer at the latitude of the Jet Stream. With T S now interpreted as a subtropical SST ( 20 • C), and also considering that τ x = 0.1 Nm −2 is more relevant to the Northern Hemisphere case, inspection of Fig. 4 suggests a large net cooling, in agreement with observations. Finally, returning to high southern latitudes, the fact that the Southern Ocean experiences net heat gain has interesting implications for the oceanic and atmospheric residual circulations (Fig. 6 ). In the Southern Hemisphere, their surface branches are both directed toward the tropics: air parcels gain heat (or enthalpy) through turbulent air-sea fluxes, and water parcels through net radiation (Fig. 6a) . This contrasts sharply with the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 6b) where the surface branches of the circulation circulate in opposite ways. Air parcels originating from high latitudes gain heat through turbulent heat fluxes at low levels, as in the Southern Hemisphere, but these fluxes are so large that they lead to a cooling of ocean parcels in the net in the Northern Hemisphere. In the framework of our simple model (Section 4, see also the previous paragraph), this large increase in surface turbulent heat flux is primarily controlled by the larger sea surface temperature at the southern Fig. 6 Schematic of the surface branches of the oceanic and atmospheric residual circulations in a height/latitude plane for a the Southern and b Northern Hemispheres. The net surface radiative heat gain is depicted by a red arrow while sensible and latent cooling by a blue arrow. Note the different length of the turbulent heat flux arrows in a and b, reflecting the reduction of the evaporative and sensible cooling by advection of cold water. Enthalpy is used here as opposed to heat to include, for the atmosphere, the source due to evaporation boundary of the inflow in the Northern Hemisphere compared to that occurring in the Southern Hemisphere, which directly reflects the different sense of circulation of the upper residual flow (poleward vs equatorward). The different geometry of the basins ("gyre" in the North as opposed to "channel" in the South) also further leads to differences in the heat flux feedback parameter γ air−sea : the greater thermodynamic imbalance associated with the presence of the continents in the Northern Hemisphere leads to a greater value of this parameter in the Northern Hemisphere compared to the Southern Hemisphere. Both air-sea interactions and circulation thus favour net surface heating of the Southern Ocean while they favor net surface cooling in Northern basins.
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Appendix: Model Solving
The model Eqs. 6→9 allows a prediction of the evaporative cooling over the ACC, and hence η, given U , T S , Q rad and knowledge of the functional dependence of ψ b upon windstress. Technically, we prescribe T s , the SST at the poleward edge of the ACC, the net radiative heating Q rad , and the surface wind speed U , and solve the following equation for the temperature T N on the equatorward flank of the ACC, 
Once T N is known, the net heating over the ACC, and hence η, can be estimated from Eq. 7.
Analytical solution
It is useful to seek analytical solutions by linearizing the Clausius-Clapeyron equation required to find q . Using a Taylor expansion near T = T S , we have,
in which (23) in which γ air−sea and γ adv are defined in Eqs. 14 and 15, respectively. This yields Eq. 12 in Section 4.2.
